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Dark Secrets Lurk on An Uncharted Planet…As Jason “Key” Rokku is trying to escape from

Barbazzura he gets caught in a grapple beam from a Frigate Commanded by Colonel Klein.

Once aboard Klein forces him on a secret rescue mission to capture a member of the force

who has gone insane. Key finds out it is none other than Captain Michael Konrad, the man who

trained him, who is keeping his own family hostage on an uncharted planet.Key immediately

becomes suspicious and is reluctant to go. However, when he is told that Dawn, the only

woman he ever loved, and her young daughter might be in danger, he agrees to take on the

mission.What Key didn’t know was that accepting this mission would start a chain of events he

was ill equipped to handle.And with new unwanted “surprises” coming his way, it’s crystal clear

he was never meant to leave the planet alive.Will he be able to survive the mission?

“Make no mistake: The quality of the stories here is unassailable.” –Kirkus Reviews“Valuable ...

educational and enjoyable, a significant retrospective of science fiction’s foremothers.”—

Publishers Weekly (starred review)"An impressive and super fun-to-read collection that’s well

worth picking up, and what it will leave you with (other than the notion that the future ain’t what

it used to be) is the sense that women have always been into sci-fi—and they’ve been good at

it." —Marie Claire “Lisa Yaszek’s fascinating and well-researched anthology presents a trove of

writers who helped define the genre…what all the stories have in common is sheer readability

and a delicious sense of discovery.” —Gary K. Wolfe, The Chicago Tribune About the

AuthorLisa Yaszek, editor, is Professor in the School of Literature, Media, and Communication

at Georgia Tech and past president of the Science Fiction Research Association. She is the

author of Galactic Suburbia: Recovering Women's Science Fiction (2008), and coeditor of

Sisters of Tomorrow: The First Women of Science Fiction (2016); she currently serves as a

juror for the John W. Campbell Memorial Award for Best Science Fiction Novel of the Year and

the Eugie Foster Memorial Award for the Best Speculative Story of the Year. --This text refers

to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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releases.PrologueThenI hated the damn planet. Earth's future, my ass, I thought. I'd rather take

my chance with the rising radiation on our cradle planet if this was what the future brought.It

was the height of Salvation's hotter season, but not a dry heat, oh no - it was a tropical, humid

mess.I watched two of the men empty their water bottles over their heads to try and keep cool.

I wanted to reprimand them, but the fact was, the water was warm anyway, so it wasn’t like it

was going to cause them to go into shock."Drink some of that shit, get your insides the same

as the outsides," I muttered.We all muttered on that day. Things were not going according to

plan.You should've seen us when we blitzed the League's rag-tag bunch of crafts they had set

up to defend Salvation. We landed, full of beans and bonhomie, belting out ribald songs with

our full chests. We were better armed, had more reinforcements, but they were trained the

same, seeing as some of the leaders of the League's rebellion were ex-Earth Empire

soldiers.They knew what we would do, they knew the playbook, how to make an enemy sweat.

How to make them struggle for every inch of territory, for every small victory. We were all

trained to make our enemy - whoever, or whatever they may be - suffer. Except we were the

enemy. ‘Them’ was us.It was working. Our dirty songs only occasionally broke out now and

died pretty sharpish. I even heard one of the men scream and swear that he would gut the

singer like a fish if he sang one more note. This wasn’t how it was meant to be.We were

supposed to go in and smack these rebels around and bring their leadership to the table,

where we would negotiate a surrender. The leaders would be locked up and reeducated. Earth

would move on with the colonization of the system.As we trudged up a forest-covered hill, that

seemed very far away."There should be a valley about twenty clicks from here," Sergeant

Kingston said. "There's a village.""Friendly?" I grunt."Hell if I know anymore, LT."He was right. It

seemed like loyalties shifted with each passing day. Although, honestly, most civilians didn’t

care too much about which faction of the military was in charge as long as they were left

largely alone to scratch out a living.The village interested me. We had split up, Cap and me.

We were looking for the infamous Vulture Squad, supposedly led by Adari Kosi. Intel said they

had been last seen in this part of the forest. A mortally wounded soldier managed to live long

enough after a skirmish with the Squad to send up a beacon.Whether it was in the vain hope



that a Medical Drone would patch him up before he bled out, or just one last spiteful act

against Kosi and her band of psycho killers, we’ll never know, but it led to us being here in this

sloping jungle, with its grotesque relics of past landslides: massive tree roots, mangled in their

collision with taller, sturdier trees, caked with hardened mud. Hotter season meant more rainfall

on Salvation, which meant landslides, and every step up the hill threatened to send all of us

tumbling down into a muddy hell.Kosi and her team were a get. League propaganda made her

out to be a hero and a mother who wanted her children to grow free of the draconian Empire.

They kept out the unsavory parts, like at least three of her squad having a 'face race', where

they gave themselves points for collecting tongues, noses and ears of Earth soldiers.If we got

her, dead or alive, it would be a blow to the League. I knew better than to think it would change

things, but without her local influence in these parts, maybe there would be a reduction of the

inch by inch fighting in this stewing forest.I told the squad we were going east, towards the

village. To their credit, they didn't grumble. My signals guy walked by. "Anything?" I

asked."Nothing, sir, something must be broken inside, even though there's no damage on the

outside.""Maybe it's this damn humidity," I said, frustration coating my tone. "It's already been

so much of a pain, why not mess up our radio too?""I'll have a look when we make camp, see if

I can take it apart.""Good man." I knew it would be futile; we didn't usually carry the spares

needed to fix the radios. At best, he'd be blowing out dust and dirt and hoping for the best. But

doing something was better for morale than just sitting on our thumbs.We grit our teeth and

ignored the oppressive fatigue that seemed to lace the humid air, pushing forward until we

came to a series of massive boulders."The village should be here, beyond these rocks,"

Kingston said."What?" I didn't hear him over what sounded like lightning. Then a second crack.

Too late, I realized it was SANGO rounds, an artillery shell that used infrared targeting to

enhance its accuracy. We must have glowed redder than a fleet of fire-trucks.I felt myself

reaching for Kingston, but he was already falling, a piece of shrapnel embedded in his

neck."Medic!" I screamed. There were bodies strewn all around me. "Take cover," I yelled,

feeling foolish and impotent as I uttered the words too late.It seemed that they were conserving

ammunition, or maybe they were satisfied with the damage. No more shots.Kingston breathed

short, shallow, gurgling breaths. When he wasn't bleeding out from his carotid, he was a jovial

man with a mouth like a sewer, but at the same time was a devout adherent of some religion

back on Earth. His lips moved silently as he said whatever prayers would help his soul on its

final journey. His eyes grew peaceful, and then the lights went out in them. He was gone, my

friend was gone. I sighed shakily, and closed his eyes.I felt the sweat on my body boil through

the anger that was building up inside me. I stood up from where I had been crouching next to

Kingston.I wondered if I would be exposing myself to sniper fire, but part of me didn't care. I

wanted to wreck these fools."Boys," I said in a voice as high as I dared. "B-Squad.""Sir!"The

good news was that there were quite a few voices that responded to me. The bad news was

some were definitely weak and strained."Anyone who can walk, raise your hands."I rough-

counted twenty that were standing firm, though from the wounds I could see, I could tell some

were just trying to tough it out."B-squad, we are going to take out that mortar, and teach these

villagers a lesson."
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Shady, “great. once again. Wow. Outer planets, evil empire with good and bad guys.

Independents with good and evil guys. Playful unwanted pets that cause havoc. Reminds me

of firefly.”

Doug Williamson, “Partial truths. Our hero is convinced to take a new job against his better

judgement. Seems like his judgement was pretty good as command is not telling him

everything and what he doesn't know just might kill him.This is book two of the series, but it

works pretty well as a standalone. It is early in the series, so you are not missing much be

starting here.This is a science fiction space opera story with an assassin as our lead. The story

is well written but short, written as a serial, so this is just part of a larger story. Our characters

and setting are well developed with lots of background details. The plot has a lot of intrigue and

action, perhaps even more than the first book, which makes the story go by very fast. Overall,

this is a great next installment for the series and I look forward to the next book.Highly

recommended.I received a free copy of this book via Booksprout for review purposes”

Tonya, “Job done one minute, new job the second.. Your public review for this book.Key leaves

the planet after finishing the resurrection job to immediately have his ship trapped by his former

commander and issued a new job. No options for Key.'The Exorcism Job' is action filled and

well written. The characters are well developed. The plotting is tight. Well done book.I would

recommend this book to anyone who likes action filled space adventures.I received an ARC of

this book.  This is my honest reveiw.”

Maureen H, “Awesome. Key is snarky and entertaining in this installment and I quite enjoyed it.

Shepherd is still setting up the series, so the reader gets a small taste of Key's life before,

which serves to give us some insight to his motivation.I really like the world-building; between

the planets and the ships, it's all very well done. And Skippy, the monkey-roo, is pretty



entertaining, too.I received a free copy of this book via Booksprout and am voluntarily leaving a

review.”

Applebottom Jeans, “Nonstop Action. This author has an exciting writing style. There are twists

and turns and double crosses.. I suppose what should I have expected from an enemy? The

action is non-stop. Even our intrepid hero was once in love The author keeps releasing more

vital insights into Jason Rokku's personality. Come for the action, stay for the unveiling of Jason

Rokku.I received a free copy of this book and am voluntarily leaving a review.”

Steve, “Who's the idiot ?. I mean come on...Who in their right mind would trust someone that

betrayed them , Lied about them "in Court" to get them imprisoned ?? Not believable..!! I don't

care if an old flame was in trouble or not..And I would have verified the info. before jumping off

on to an unknown planet in a off limits part of the solar system. Nope unbelievable..But I want a

Kangarat of whatever the alien creature is.”

K. COBB, “Non-Spoiler Review. (I received this copy for the ARC group, so I got to read it

early. Eat your hearts out.)Jason "Key" Rokku is talked into a search for a former leader. Being

told that his former girlfriend, who had married the leader, is being held hostage convinces Key

to take the job.Even when he goes looking for trouble, it comes at him from a different direction

or two.”

Marjorie, “even merceneries can have hearts. Snarky humor and quirky alien life helped lighten

what could have been a really dark book based on the way this one started. So many twists

and turns! This totally went in directions I was not expecting. Well plotted and tied together

though. Fast read that will leave you guessing - but that ending! This is an honest and

voluntary review of an ARC”

The book by Shane Shepherd has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 14 people have provided feedback.
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